Organized by Information Need

Example: Organizing Subject Research Guide by Information Need

Business Resources

Background Information
- Encyclopedia Britannica Online
- Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management

Words and Definitions
- Dictionary of Professional Management

Articles (Journals, Magazines, Newspapers)
- LexisNexis Academic
- Factiva
- Wall Street Journal

Books and More (Online Catalogs)
- UM Libraries' Online Catalog

Facts and Statistics
- Hoover's Online
- Mergent Online

People
- Associations Unlimited
- Corporate Affiliation

Organizations and Directories
- Datamonitor Business Information Center
- Fortune 500

Reviews and Opinions
- Book Review Digest

Poetry, Plays, Short Stories

Libraries and Reference Help
- UM Business Library
- Oxford Reference Online

Other Websites
- Business.com
- VIBES (Virtual International Business and Economic Sources)
- Librarians' Index to the Internet